Abstract.To simulate the apple fruit on computer effectively, analyze the characteristics of apple fruit shape and color, cubic b curve is adopted to fit the peripheral contour curve and then a model based on geometric method that use less parameters is put forward to construct apple fruit shape curve and calculate the coordinate points.The 3D simulation of the model proved that this model can construct apple fruit quickly and effectively.
Fig.1 The meaning of fruit axis and fruit diameter

The construction of apple fruit 3D model
The model of apple fruit should be able to describe the shape effectively, and also can be controlled easily, for the two aims, the parameters of apple fruit model is the less the better.According to the characteristics of apple fruit shape, Bézier curve is used to describe its peripheral contour curve, considered the controllability, cubic Bézier curve is adopted. Acubic Bézier curve ) (t P can be defined as follow:
q is a characteristic polygon that construct the curve, )
Then, the function of peripheral contour curve can be deduced based on four control points. Let t ncrease from 0 to 1, and then a series of coordinate points can be calculated.
Through the above analysis, we know that the main parameters that inflect the shape of apple fruit is the max value of fruit axis and fruit diameter and their places. So we describe the process that peripheral contour curve constructed as followed.
, y x P Fig.2 profile curve construction of apple fruit cross section As shown in Fig.2 , for the convenient of calculation, set the Bézier curve is in flat XOY , there are 4 type value points
on Bézier curve. The distance between 0 P and 3 P is the length of fruit axis, its value is l , the X-axis part of 2 P is half of the max fruit diameter, its value is r , the Y-axis part of 2 P is the max fruit diameter on fruit axis, 1 P is any point on the curve. So the control points of Bézier curve can be deduced by these four type value points. Assume that control points are 
can be deduced by Eq.2, the Bézier curve can be drawn, so, the Bézier curve can be controlled by l and the coordinate of 2 P . The number of points on Bézier curve can be changed through the changing of step, these coordinates information will be used to construct apple fruit surface.
The calculation of apple fruit surface coordinates
In fig.3 ,assume that θ will increase from 0 to 360 with a fixed step, then, all the 3D coordinates of points in Bézier curve will be deduced by Eq.3. Recorded them.
At last, grid these 3D coordinates values as a fixed sequence, the surface profile of appl e fruit has been constructed. Do linear perturbation to the fruit diameter and then the oblique type fruit grid can be constructed. As shown in Fig.4 Some kind of apple fruit have ridges on the surface of fruit, for example red delicious apple, through adding disturbance function to disturb parts of coordinates in a certain range to construct the surface profile. Fig.5 is a surface rendering of red delicious apple. 
Simulation of apple fruit
On the basis of above grid surface, add color effect, the simulation result is shown in Fig.6 Fig.6 the simulation result of apple fruit with color effect
Summary
This paper put forward a new method to set up apple fruit geometric model, it is according to the characteristics of apple fruit, analysis its structure, and then adopt Bézier curve to construct the profile curve function, and then, with the basis of function, calculate the 3d coordinate of profile surface, as last, implement the simulation on computer.
